AUTUMN 2020 NEWSLETTER of WALES ACO
Welcome to the AUTUMN Newsletter from WALES ACO-keeping you informed
of developments in the UMPIRING and SCORING World around WALES.
2020 THE SEASON THAT NEARLY WASN’T
Well we finally got there after months of fretting that there wouldn’t be any cricket in 2020, in
late July we were given the go ahead to start the 2020 season.
Full credit must go to CRICKET WALES for their behind the scenes efforts in persuading the
politicians that CRICKET was safe to return.
We saw a number of protocols put in place e.g. running lanes, hand sanitising and limiting
the number of people in the playing “bubble”
First out of the blocks were GUERNSEY and former WALES ACO and VALE CRICKET CLUB
member CARL BROOKS officiated in the first game. Carl has kindly penned and article for
us which you can find later in this NEWSLETTER. We thank Carl and send our best wishes
to him and all our friends and colleagues involved in Cricket in Guernsey
The Leagues were condensed into smaller groups or “Clusters” to add a competitive edge.
The response of scorers and umpires was remarkable with excellent availability.
It has to be understood that a few of our members, quite rightly, decided that it wasn’t
appropriate for them to officiate and this is fully understood and appreciated, who hope to
see them all back fit and well for the 2021 season.
One disappointment was that the North Wales League decided not to have appointed
Umpires which, although a good number of Umpires found games, didn’t help in the
attracting of new Umpires.
We also saw International Cricket return with the advent of two “home” umpires for the first
time since the introduction of the International Panel. Below is an article from The Cricketer
Magazine with some interesting information on that subject.
WALES ACO in conjunction with ECB ACO have facilitated a number of introductory
“BASICS of UMPIRING and SCORING” courses which have been very successful and
further courses are planned throughout the winter. Details will be circulated when available.
Well done to everyone and stay safe over the winter.

COLOURED KIT or a COLOUR CLASH.
With the 2020 season seeing the introduction of coloured kit in the SEW Premier League
and the likelihood that other leagues will follow, the question is raised of Umpires kit.
In most cases in the PL Umpires have worn coloured kit, which certainly in a game I
umpired, with the fielding side also wearing navy tops, raised the question of the Umpire
being mistaken for a fielder.
It would be good to raise a discussion of whether Umpires wear coloured kit or remain in
white which is easily distinguishable against all varieties of coloured kit.
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GOUGH MEDICINE.
The unusual circumstances we are living in resulted in local match officials being used for
the international matches in England. Chris Broad became the first man to be a match
referee when his son took his 500th Test wicket.
The umpires used were the first pair of English umpires to stand in a Test in England since
1993. Of these Michael Gough made a particularly good impression during the West Indies
series.
This is not merely an impression as he is also statistically remarkable. With the advent of
DRS, we now have some form of measure of umpiring competency. Roughly a quarter of all
reviews see the on-field decision being overturned. At the end of the series Gough had a
record of only 15.58 per cent of the 77 reviews of his decisions in Test cricket being overturned. The next best umpires are all over 23 per cent.

Umpire
M A Gough
R J Tucker
I J Gould
R A Kettleborough
Asad Rauf
B N J Oxenford
H D P K Dharmasena
B F Bowden
Aleem Dar
S J Davis

Reviews
77
190
191
254
76
247
226
115
297
101

Over-turned
12
44
45
60
18
60
55
28
75
26

Article in The Cricketer SUMMER 2020.
Subscribe the Cricketer at shop.the cricketer.com/subscriptions
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%
15.58
23.15
23.56
23.62
23.68
24.29
24.33
24.34
25.25
25.74

TALES from the SCOREBOX.
The Scorers have been busy during lockdown and the mini-season and have now agreed a payment
structure with CRICKET WALES at £20 +45p per mile travelled, when scoring for CRICKET WALES age
groups including the girls and Women’s games. Scorers will need to meet the following criteria to
qualify for payment:
Member of the ECBACO
Minimum of Level 1 accredited
Current holder of a DBS
Score using both PCS Pro and supporting manual book or Linear
Administration duties on the Cricket Wales Play-cricket website
Like the umpires we are looking at a structure where scorers will be allocated to for all Cricket Wales
games and notified before the date of the fixtures. To ensure that everyone who is working through the
ECBACO scorer’s pathway have the opportunity to get the necessary experience at that level.
Glamorgan Scorers Pathway
With the Cricket Wales pathway in place we are looking to introduce scorers to the Glamorgan scoring
panel.
The current scorer’s panel who are managed by Andrew Hignell are:
Glamorgan 1st- Andrew Hignell
Glamorgan 2nds- Bryon Jones, Ben Davies & Kevin Probert
Glamorgan Score board operator- Robin Eyles
Support Glamorgan Scorers- Mike Wanklin
The Glamorgan scorer’s pathway would have the same criteria as the Cricket Wales but scorers would
need to be working towards their level 2 accreditation.
There are three stages:
1. Be nominated by the County Scoring Officers to WACO management committee for consideration
2. Invitation to a Match day scorebox observation
3. Invitation to operate the scoreboard under supervision of Robin.
Andrew Hignell will always give his feedback at each stage if successful a plan will be put place to
introduce the scorer to the panel
In addition, Wales ACO scorers had the best turnout for training course during the 2019 winter
break. In total we have 37 attendees to the various courses booked. We had 15 new scorers
participate in the club scorers’ course with 6 of those under the age of 16.

Can we congratulate Thelma on successfully gaining her level 3 accreditation on the same note Hilary
Brown and Ben Davies successfully gained their level 2 accreditation

A Strange but Exciting Summer
by ANNA HARRIS-WALES ACO Executive Member.

With the Covid Pandemic casting a doubtful shadow over the 2020 season I think it’s safe to say we are
all pleased to see whatever cricket can be mustered.
The shortened season has brought good opportunities for Female Umpires as the ECB created the
Rachael Heyhoe Flint Trophy (RHFT) in light of the cancellation of the Hundred launch. Myself and 9
other women were selected to officiate the RHFT and were engaged to stand with First-Class
Colleagues and umpire the highest level of Domestic Cricket available in the UK this year. I would like
to pass my thanks on to Wales ACO for their support, as well as Wyn Morgan for acting as a mentor for
myself and most of the other women selected for the RHFT.
Having playing for various counties as well as England through age-group and open age cricket, I had
the advantage of knowing the majority of the players included in RHFT squads. At the Sunrisers vs
Western Storm game on the 5th September there was only 1 player in each 13-man squad that I did not
recognise!
So far I have officiated 3 fixtures at this level with 1 warm-up game between Southern Vipers and South
East Stars (tipped to be the biggest competitors of the Southern Pool) at Hove where both myself, my
colleague and the players had a chance to dust off the cobwebs whilst trying out the newly drafted
RHFT and Covid regs.
For my 2 RHFT games I was based at Chelmsford, where I stood with Chris Watts and Steve Davis
(match referee) for the Sunrisers vs Southern Vipers match. Chris is a 6 foot plus tall chap so it was a
comical little-and-large situation on-field…!
My most recent game was between Sunrisers and Western Storm standing with Nigel Llong and Peter
Such as the match referee. Both matches were streamed live through YouTube and the first even had
radio commentary.
So far (touch wood) there have been no issues amongst the players or staff, and feedback has been
brilliant – it helps having video clips to pore over after the game. I think I have acquired a ‘curse’ in that
I have been kept busy with appeals at my end whilst my colleague seems to have far fewer. Perhaps a
matter of perspective, though the 9 LBW appeals at my end for the Sunrisers vs Southern Vipers game
may prove evidence for my hypothesis.

The other bit of strange cricket played this year was a fixture arranged between the Southern Vipers
Regional Development Centre (RDC) vs Western Storm RDC at Falkland CC. On the surface nothing
sounds untoward, until I tell you we played a 100-ball game! Thanks to the SCRDO for ignoring the “we
will just make it up on the day” suggestion from the RDCs and drafting some regulations for the fixture.
The game was played in good spirits, and whilst it felt clunky at the beginning the girls soon settled in
and enjoyed themselves.
The 100-ball basics:
A bowler may bowl a max of 20 balls
10 balls shall be bowled from the same end before changing ends.
After 5 balls at one end, the captain may change bowlers and have the second 5 balls bowled by a
different bowler from the same end.
The main issue Sophie McClelland (Hampshire) and I faced when officiating was deciding whether we
should call “over”! Upon discussion we agreed upon the call of “That’s 5/5 bowled/halfway” after 5
deliveries, followed by the call of “over” after 10 balls had been bowled and we were due to change
ends.
Only 1 bowler bowled all 10 deliveries from the same end, and whilst her first 5 deliveries went well, the
second 5 seemed less accurate and economical – food for thought?
In conclusion, a fabulous cricket season so far and I look forward to seeing what the 2021 season will
bring.
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The FUNdamentals of Cricket
By IEUAN WATKINS-CRICKET WALES.
Here Ieuan Watkins, Welsh Cricket’s Safeguarding Lead Officer talks about the journey to make Welsh
Cricket fun and safe for children and adults.
It is a decade now since cricket in Wales was reshaped to form Cricket Wales, a National Governing
Body (NGB) seen by many as progressive, innovative and inclusive. The restructure allowed for
central governance and increased investment from funding partners leading to increased support for
recreational and representative cricket throughout Wales.
The new Cricket Wales Board and Executive identified the need for strong and effective safeguarding
procedures, with an expectation that minimum standards would be introduced across all cricket in
Wales. (Recent abuse scandals in football have demonstrated the shrewdness of this approach).
Following due process, I was appointed as Safeguarding Director and set about my work.
As a cricket coach myself, I remember during my coach training that my role was to ensure we taught
the FUNdamentals of cricket. We have to make sport FUN and enjoyable in order to attract children to
the game and to retain them within it. The starting point for such an approach is a safe environment,
having properly qualified people in place, ensuring those supervising children have Disclosure and
Barring checks (formerly CRB), coaching qualifications and first aid certificates and so on.
We have to remember that cricket is a little different to some other sports in that children and adults
can play together. Children from the age of 13 can play alongside men and women, subject to
appropriate assessment and in exceptional circumstances children of 11/12 years of age can also
play. We simply have to get this right.
It would be impossible to manage all of the clubs alone – help was needed! There are six senior
leagues in Wales, each league willing to support and encourage safe cricket and to use established
protective procedures, but each league needed help to do so. League Welfare Officers were
encouraged, linked directly to Cricket Wales, these individuals supporting clubs operationally whilst
reporting to Cricket Wales – linking the cricketing network and providing support and encouragement
across every club in Wales.
Alongside these remarkable volunteers, the Cricket Wales staffing team, also located in their cricketing
communities across Wales provide additional support, pushing for safeguarding compliance. This
combined approach, with the League Welfare Officers and the staffing team working hand in glove
making huge inroads to make cricket in Wales as safe as it can be.
The creation and implementation of the Cricket Wales Welfare Council allowed all of these key people
to come together, to share best practice, to receive specialist training and to help build an effective
safeguarding umbrella for everyone.
Our ideology is that every club needs a safeguarding umbrella, each panel of the umbrella being a
policy or a procedure, such as DBS checks, properly trained staff, reporting mechanisms and so on. It
may sound simple, but if we get the panels of our umbrella in place, we keep those underneath it dry –
an appropriate analogy perhaps when we think of a sometimes-rainy cricket season!
Cricket has grown in Wales and we will continue to grow. We have initiated and embedded All Stars
Cricket for thousands of children aged 5-8 and will begin Dynamos Cricket for kids aged 8-11 once the
Covid restrictions ease. We support and continue to develop Disability Cricket (our Disability Team
recently returning from a tour of Sri Lanka). We have transformed Women’s and Girls’ Cricket and
continue to develop significant opportunities for everyone across the game.
We have come a long, long way and quite rightly, we are proud to have achieved so much. At the heart
of this are the Club and League Welfare Officers who continue to make such a huge difference, building
the safeguarding umbrella to keep us all dry. To them, I say thank you, thank you for ensuring we don’t
forget the FUNdamentals of cricket.
Ieuan Watkins is a retired Police Detective with 31 years’ service. During his career he specialised in
Public Protection within Gwent, represented the four Welsh forces on national forums and was also
deployed internationally with the National Crime Agency. Alongside his work for Cricket Wales and
Glamorgan Cricket Club, he is Director of Sport Safeguarding Limited, a consultancy providing training
and support across sports and other bodies.

Guernsey celebrates coming out of Covid lockdown
At one-minute past
midnight on 30th June,
Guernsey entered phase
four of its Exit from
Lockdown. Exactly eleven
hours later (we were a
minute late; I know
because I wrote that down
in my umpire’s notes) the
first ball was bowled in any
game of competitive
cricket in the British Isles
in 2020. It was a privilege
to be involved in this
Opening batsmen Tom Nightingale and Nic
exhibition game: the teams
Hutchinson with umpires Mark Savage and Carl
comprised players from
Brooks take the field at the Covid Lockdown Exit
Guernsey’s island
representative squad, and Andy’s XI (107/3) beat Olly’s XI (105/5) in a T20. For the record, I
had to make decisions about a couple of nicks behind and a straightforward stumping.
All very accurate of course, as you’d expect from someone trained through SEWACO. The
game gained a huge following on YouTube and social media and amazingly nearly 100,000
people were watching, would that have affected my performance if I’d have known that?
I hope not.
Guernsey Cricket adopted the ICC Back to Cricket Guidelines which we, as umpires, were
expected to invigilate on the field. In the event, the players were exceptional in keeping to
the rules, with virtual high-fives in much evidence, as you will see if you find some of the
clips available on social media (you could look at @carlbrooks191 for numerous re-tweets).
Interesting to reflect on how I have made the transition from player and umpire in south
Wales to the great experience of being involved in many aspects of cricket on this
wonderful Channel Island.
Of course, as an opening bat, I have been an umpire for a very long time – the vagaries of
early dismissals and player-umpires.
I came to Guernsey to live and work a little over two years ago, and the truth is that the only
thing I really miss in the UK is my old club (Vale Cricket Club at Ewenny and Corntown) and
the cricket scene generally. I am fortunate to enjoy a great lifestyle out here, and, as you
might expect, one of the first things I did on arrival was to reach out to the local cricket
community to see what I could do to help.
What quickly became clear was that I wasn’t going to be playing very much. Most of the
cricket here is evening T20 (I was never very adept at that sort of game even in my pomp)
and the longer form games have a lot of contention for places: there is a pretty young and
talented playing demographic on the island, so my days of grazing in the seconds have
come to an end, although I’ve had a couple of games for the island over 50s, the standard is
pretty good, and others are better qualified.

On arrival, one of the first
cricket conversations I had
was with Mark Savage, who
was my co-umpire in this first
post-Covid game. Over a quiet
beer he gave me the rundown
on umpiring opportunities and
the complicated, competitive
structure on-island.
Before too long, I joined
GACUS (Guernsey
Association of Cricket
Umpires and Scorers) and I
have stood in many games
Some umpires doing stuff between overs
over the last two years,
including the local 50-over final and some club matches featuring sides from our sister
island,
Jersey. GACUS also has a tie-up with its Sussex equivalent, and I spent an exhausting but
satisfying weekend there last summer, including a high standard 50 over game on the
Saturday, followed by back-to-back T20 games on the day England won the Cricket World
Cup.
My players on the field had become increasingly distracted by the cheering of the
spectators, who’d slowly migrated into the pavilion to watch the final overs on the big
screen, so I had to temporarily take the players off the field “for their own safety”. I was told
it was my best decision of the day!
Some of my GACUS colleagues have had the
great opportunity to officiate in ICC tournaments
(hopefully if I keep progressing through ‘the
pathway’ this might open up to me in the future),
however the pinnacle is to stand in the interinsular Guernsey versus Jersey matches (think
Liverpool versus Manchester United, only with
feeling) and my main ambition at the moment is
to get that gig.
Speaking of pinnacles, last summer, Guernsey
hosted an ICC T20 tournament which gave me
the chance to make use of some of my other
skills, as “Host Tournament Director”.
I worked closely with Guernsey Cricket’s Chief
Executive and ICC officials to look after a round
robin tournament with Germany, Italy, Denmark,
Norway, Guernsey and tournament-winners
Jersey (a very fine side).
I spent a fair bit of time with the officials,
particularly Alex Wharf and Wayne Noon and that
set a high bar in terms of understanding what it
takes to get to the next level.
Craig Meschede receives his Man of
the Match Award from Carl Brooks

The logistical challenges were exciting
(particularly as we had a couple of rain days) – I
look forward to doing more of this sort of thing with Cricket Guernsey.
I never thought that not actually playing any more could be quite so satisfying: I now
appreciate, umpires get the best seat in the house.

An interesting article I stumbled on from 1996. Ian Pont now plays for England Over 50s and
played against Wales at Neath last year.

BASEBALL ADDING TO BOWLERS’ LEARNING CURVE.
It was like nothing ever seen on an English cricket field. But there were those, among them
Richie Benaud, who knew what they were watching and it could open up a new world of
bowling options.
A clue came in Benaud’s BBC commentary just after Waqar Younis had bowled England’s
bemused Alan Mullaly during the first test at Lords with a rapid full toss that swung in and
dipped at the very last moment “I reckon that was an in-curver” said Benaud. He knew
because he had experience of Baseball.
That delivery was the nearest thing to a baseball pitch propelled by a fast bowler. The
wicket, weather conditions and state of the ball became irrelevant. The bowler was striking
back- and Pakistan’s attack are pioneers in new methods-in a game weighed heavily in the
batsman’s favour.
“It was similar to a curve ball”, said Ian Pont, the former Essex fast bowler who came close,
nine years ago to striking up a new career in major league baseball in the United States.
“Waqar seemed to gain swerve rather than swing and, with a straight arm and a locked
wrist” that isn’t’ easy.

“It opens up an interesting avenue because if you master the art you could do the same
thing with a doughnut. But it won’t be easy to copy and as far as I’m aware, Waqar and
Wasim Akram are the only two who can do it. Darren Gough is the only other, who comes
close.
So, were we watching reverse swing as demonstrated before by the Pakistani pair to such
devasting effect, or is this a new weapon, in their armoury?
The reluctance of the Pakistan management to allow their players to talk publicly makes it
difficult to ascertain for sure but Yawar Saeed, the tour manager, pointed out that there is no
baseball in his country and that Waqar developed the delivery in practice without copying
North American methods.
There has been another sighting of the Waqar dipping full toss-and it gained an equally
spectacular result. Adam Hollioake, his erstwhile team-mate at Surrey, saw him do it during
a Test in Australia last winter. “It bowled Greg Blewett,” said Hollioake “and he lost his
place because of it. People were complaining that Greg couldn’t even hit full tosses but
what they didn’t appreciate was that it’s not easy to hit full tosses bowled at 90 miles an
hour and swinging at the last second.

“I actually think Waqar’s attempting to bowl very fast yorkers and they’re coming out a bit
wrong rather than curve balls and he won’t dismiss too many top-class batsmen with those.
But we can learn a lot from baseball.
Hollioake should know, for he, unbeknown to almost all but this Surrey team-mates, has
regularly been employing a “knuckleball” this season-with productive results. “I haven’t told
anyone about it.” Said the baseball loving all-rounder. “I’m the only person who bowls it. I
reckon I’ve got 20 wickets with it in the Sunday league alone this season.
The knuckleball is the baseball equivalent of leg-spin in the United States because of its
high risks factor. It is difficult to control but when the pitcher gets it right it can be
unplayable, as Hollioake has found.
“It’s my slower ball and I have a lot of variations of it” he said. “I hold the ball between my
index and little fingers and tuck the other fingers underneath it. It seems to hover and
bounce more and batsmen think it’s there to drive. Then it drops and they end up hitting it
to mid-off.
Hollioake admits that the Surrey players mocked him when he first attempted it. “I’d seen it
done during a baseball game on television,” he said. “But when I first tried it, the ball hit the
roof of the net or bounced four times. Now I practice if for 20 minutes most days and the
joke among the team is that it’s the only way, I can take wickets.”
Only one opponent has so far spotted what Hollioake is doing -and he has now retired. “Two
years ago, Dermot Reeve said to me “you’re bowling knuckleballs,” said Hollioake. “But I
refused to tell him about it. Then, when he persisted, I let the cat out of the bag and I fully
expect to see him teaching it when he becomes a coach. I’m pretty limited as a bowler so
I’ve had to find other ways of taking wickets. By being crafty and deceiving people it often
works. “It is, though the faster baseball-type deliveries that intrigue Pont who still finds time
to scare club batsmen in the Essex league for Billericay.
“A slingy action helps” said Pont. “Watching Waqar, he seems to get his fingers at 45
degrees rather than 90 degrees which means he’s undercutting the ball with them. It really is
close to what I see the baseball pitchers doing. We’ve started bringing baseball people into
help our throwing-questions really do have to be asked when you see national cricketers
struggling to throw a ball in from the boundary-and most coaches now seem to have a
baseball glove. Bowling is the next step.”
Yet before traditionalists start choking at the possibility of America’s diamond men
infringing on our sport it is worth remembering the identity of the first proponent of baseball
techniques in cricket. It was not Hollioake but F R Spofforth, the first great Australian bowler
who was reputed to have bowled knuckleballs in the late 19th century. It has just taken a
while to catch up.
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SWWACO/SWCA
(South West Wales ACO).
It has been a difficult season for us all, but we have all done our best to salvage some
meaningful cricket.
I would like to pay tribute to Bob Szpadt and for his continued support in helping me to
solve problems on WTU. We have always worked as a team so that both east and west
cricket areas can function well.
It has not been easy with umpires in short supply on occasions. Keri Chahal has always
provided invaluable support to us from Cricket Wales and I thank him for all his efforts
in organising the cluster groups.
I hope that a degree of normality will be restored in 2021 and that a vaccine will be found
and that conventional competitive League cricket will return.
On the bright side we welcome Jeff Evans back to local cricket after his illustrious career
on the first-class circuit.
Thank you for your support in this very trying time. Richard.

NORTH WALES
Congratulations go to Thelma Eden for attaining her LEVEL 3 SCORERS Accreditation.

PEMBROKESHIRE.
Best wishes go to NEYLAND in their quest to win the National Indoor 6-a-side Finals at
Lords in October. Neyland are really going places with the opening of a new Community
Hub on the ground, which includes an indoor net facility.

A FEW BRAIN TEASERS TO KEEP YOU GOING DURING THE WINTER
What is the derivation of the word cricket?
There are a few theories on this, but the most plausible is that it derives from a Middle Dutch term
for hockey - "met de krik ketsen", which roughly translates to "with the stick, chase". Considering
early cricket bats were shaped like hockey sticks and that south-east England had strong trade
links with the Low Countries in the late 1500s, this appears to be the best answer.
Why do overs consist of six balls?
We’ve had everything from four-ball to eight-ball overs in cricket over the years - and we will see
10-ball "overs" or blocks in The Hundred. Those in charge settled on six, however, because it was
seen to be a happy medium.
With four-ball overs, many thought there was too much changing of ends and time lost, while eightball overs saw bowlers conserving too much energy and not bowling as fast as they might.
In England, we have been playing with six-ball overs since 1900, bar a brief experiment with eight
balls which was curtailed by the Second World War. But eight-ball overs were used in Tests played
in Australia and New Zealand until 1979.
How do fielding positions get their name?
England pace bowler Chris Woakes bowled with a packed slip cordon in this Test against Pakistan
These actually make a lot of sense when you look into them.
A slip catcher is so called because they are waiting to pounce on any mistakes from the bat, while
the point fielder stands at the point of the bat.
When captains began to experiment with an extra fielder in the region covered by the slip fielder
and point, they would call in a "third man".
Gully derives from the word which means "narrow channel".
Mid-wicket is an easy one - it’s the middle of the wicket, as is square leg - you can draw a line
between the position where the second umpire stands and the legs of the batsman.
Mid-off and mid-on are because it’s the middle(ish) point of the pitch on either side of the wicket.
The word ‘silly’ prefixes certain positions - i.e. silly mid-on - because it’s, silly to field there. It’s
certainly a place where you might get hurt because you’re so close to the bat.
Why is the cover region called "the covers"?
There are two possible explanations for this one. Some believe it is where the covers used to be
kept when removed from the wicket, and others believe it was because the fielder who patrolled
that area was expected to "cover" the area from point to mid-off.
Why are some balls called "jaffas" and why do they call it "cow corner"?
There’s no definitive answer to your first question, but it seems that because a jaffa is often
perceived to be a particularly tasty orange, the term has been applied to a rare and particularly
good delivery.
Cow corner - which is a fielding position between deep mid-wicket and wide long-on - derives its
name from a corner of the field which was safe for cows to graze on because very few batsmen
would hit the ball there… until Twenty20 cricket came along, that is.

Many believe it first entered cricketing parlance because cows would graze in that area on the field
at Dulwich College. A so-called "cow shot" - an ungainly slog across the line - will often send the
ball towards cow corner.
How does DLS work?
The Duckworth-Lewis-Stern method was devised in the 1990s by two British statisticians - Frank
Duckworth and the late Tony Lewis
The Duckworth-Lewis-Stern (DLS) method works on the principle that a batting team has two
resources in a limited-overs game - overs/balls remaining (a maximum of 300 balls in a 50-over
contest, 120 in T20), and 10 wickets.
As those resources are lost, the team's ability to score runs is depleted - with the value of those
resources determined by mathematical formulae.
DLS is, to date, seen as the fairest way to separate teams or work out revised targets when limitedovers games are interrupted - usually because of the weather.
It does not take into account an individual batsman’s ability, but does factor in team data from
hundreds of previous matches.
So, for example, it recognises that runs are more likely to be scored in the later overs than the
middle overs, but knows that depends on the number of wickets a team has lost.
That’s why a team may be ahead of the DLS "par score" one ball, then behind it after the next
delivery if they’ve lost a wicket.
Why do cricketers wear white?
One reason, the sun. Prominent early cricketers wore white in organised matches because it
reflected the sun’s rays better. Wearing crisp white uniforms also tapped into the 18th century
assertion that cricket was a gentleman’s sport.
Are the original wickets inside the Ashes urn?
The Ashes urn belongs to the Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC), owners of Lord's and guardians of
the Laws and spirit of cricket
The tiny terracotta urn contains the ashes of some bails which were burnt following a social match
on England’s 1882-83 tour of Australia.
It was presented to England captain Ivo Bligh by a group of Melbourne ladies including his future
wife Florence Morphy.
The urn "lives" at Lord’s in the museum, but recently returned from a trip down under as part of a
brief exhibition at Victoria’s State Library. It is only the third time the delicate artefact had left the
UK.
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